This paper presents a global optimization operator for arbitrary meshes. The global optimization operator is composed of two main terms, one part is the global Laplacian operator of the mesh which keeps the fairness and another is the constraint condition which reserves the fidelity to the mesh. The global optimization operator is formulated as a quadratic optimization problem, which is easily solved by solving a sparse linear system. Our global mesh optimization approach can be effectively used in at least three applications: smoothing the noisy mesh, improving the simplified mesh, and geometric modeling with subdivision-connectivity. Many experimental results are presented to show the applicability and flexibility of the approach.
Introduction
Triangular meshes are commonly used as a representation of shape in many computer graphics applications. Many of these meshes are generated by implicit surface polygonization or by scanning devices. However, automatic meshing on free form geometry frequently produces meshes of unsatisfactory quality. As stability and convergence of various mesh processing applications depend on mesh quality, there is frequently a need to improve the quality of the mesh [1] . This improvement process is called mesh optimization [2] . It is useful to ease not only the display process, but also the numerical simulation, storing, editing, and animation [3] . Therefore, a lot of effort has been put into research on mesh optimization in the literature [4] [5] [6] [7] .
There is no precise definition of mesh optimization, since it often varies according to the targeted goal or application. One possible definition could be roughly stated as follows: Given a 3D triangular mesh, compute another triangular mesh, whose elements satisfy some quality requirements, while approximating the input well. There are numerous ways to measure the quality of mesh. General criteria include the size and shape of triangles and the valence of vertices. Often a combination of these criteria is desired in real applications. Some optimization techniques proceed by altering the input [1, 8] , and some generate a new mesh from scratch [4, 9] .
Considerable research has been conducted in the mesh optimization community by using local optimization approach. Local mesh optimization methods solve optimization problem in the vicinity of a specific mesh vertex and typically require the use of tools such as mesh modification and vertex repositioning. Mesh modification methods include edge swapping, vertex insertion (edge splitting, face splitting), vertex deletion (edge collapse) and local mesh retriangulation. Mesh modification methods change the topology of the mesh and therefore, may be more difficult to use in simulations requiring solution transfer from the original mesh to the improved mesh. Vertex repositioning methods are much related to mesh smoothing or denoising [1, 10, 11] , where mesh vertices are moved one by one by performing some smoothing operators, such as Laplacian operator [1] , in an iterative process.
In local mesh optimization, a local iterative procedure is used to update the positions of the vertices. The new position of a vertex may not solely depend on the set of old positions of its adjacent vertices but can depend on their previously calculated new positions, too. Hence, the result of one optimization pass through all vertices will depend on the order how the vertices are considered. Unfortunately, local optimization leads to a variety of artifacts such as geometric distortion and shrinkage due to the irregular connectivity of the mesh.
Global mesh optimization is oriented on optimization of mesh quality metrics for an entire domain and changes all the vertex locations in a mesh simultaneously [5, 12, 45] . Therefore research on efficient methods of global mesh optimization has become an important issue recently.
In [12] , we proposed a global approach for surface smoothing with feature preserving. This paper extends the work of [12] and presents a non-iterative global procedure to improve the quality of triangular meshes by updating vertex positions while preserving the essential characteristics of the mesh surface and keeping the mesh close to the original one. We consider about the mesh optimization as a problem of finding an approximating surface with a global minimization of a surface fairing energy. Thus we adopt the Laplacian operator in a global way instead of a local way. The improved mesh is constructed by solving a spare linear system, which is fast and efficient in a linear running time, non-iteratively. Various geometric constraints are also considered in our approach to preserve the features of the original mesh.
Recently, a much similar approach for mesh optimization was proposed independently in [45] . The contributions of our global optimization for arbitrary meshes are summarized in the following:
• Global operator: The Laplacian operator is performed over the mesh but not over each vertex locally. The improved mesh is obtained by performing the global Laplacian operator.
• Non-iterative: Our global optimization approach is noniterative. The improved mesh can be constructed by solving a sparse linear system.
• Fast and efficient: Our approach is fast and efficient as it only needs to solve a sparse linear system which can be effectively solved in a linear running time.
• Feature preserving: The improved mesh can keep the features of the original mesh without shrinkage and distortion by adding variety of geometric constraints in the linear system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lists some of the related work. Section 3 gives the mathematical formulization for global mesh optimization. A variety of linear vertex placement constraints are described in Section 4. Section 5 discusses some remarks on the approach. Additional experimental results are illustrated in Section 6. We conclude the paper in Section 7.
Related work
There are several related topics related to mesh optimization. One can refer to read some comprehensive papers on mesh optimization [2, 4] and mesh smoothing [10, 11] and the related applications including surface remeshing [13] and subdivision surfaces [14, 15] .
Mesh optimization
There are many optimization techniques for vertex repositioning. Most of them are based on the idea of local optimization and require an improvement of such mesh quality parameters as aspect ratio, area, etc. Hoppe et al. [2] described an energy minimization approach to solving the mesh optimization problem. The energy function consists of three terms: a distance energy that measures the closeness of fit, a representation energy that penalizes meshes with a large number of vertices, and a regularizing term that conceptually places springs of rest length zero on the edges of the mesh. Their minimization algorithm partitioned the problem into two nested subproblems: an inner continuous minimization and an outer discrete minimization. Turk [4] proposed an approach for distributing a given number of points over a mesh surface evenly. These points are connected to one another to create a re-tiling of a surface that is faithful to both the geometry and the topology of the original mesh surface. Therefore, these points will eventually become the vertices of the new mesh model. Recently, a procedure was presented to improve the quality of complex polygonal surface meshes without an underlying smooth surface using numerical optimization in [6] . The movement of the mesh vertices is driven by a nonlinear numerical optimization process. Knupp [16] studied threedimensional unstructured tetrahedral and hexahedral finite element mesh optimization from a theoretical perspective.
Mesh smoothing
A great deal of smoothing techniques have been developed. Among the earliest of these methods is Laplacian smoothing [17] and its variations. Taubin [1] introduced signal processing on surfaces that is based on the definition of the Laplacian operator on meshes and developed a fast and simple iterative Laplacian smoothing scheme. Desbrun et al. [5] extended this approach to irregular meshes using a geometric flow analogy. Ohtake et al. [18] extended the Laplace smoothing by combining geometry smoothing with parameterization regularization.
Feature-preserving mesh smoothing methods [19] [20] [21] were mostly inspired by anisotropic diffusion in image processing [22] . These methods modified the diffusion equation to make it nonlinear or anisotropic, and thus could preserve sharp features.
Recently, Jones et al. [11] proposed a statistical method to anisotropically smooth a mesh in one pass. This approach predicts the location of a vertex based on its neighbors. Robust statistics are used to de-emphasize the contribution of vertices dissimilar to the one being predicted. Fleishman et al. [10] introduced a similar method based on bilateral filtering that is iterative. However, it is not straightforward to assign appropriate parameters to get good results in the algorithms.
Surface remeshing
Remeshing of surfaces has received considerable attention over the past few years. It also aims to create a new mesh with high quality. Some remeshing techniques proceed by altering the input, and some generate a new mesh from scratch. The remeshing techniques are surveyed recently in [13] where the remeshing techniques are classified into five main categories: structured remeshing [23, 24] , compatible remeshing [25, 26] , high quality remeshing [27, 28] , feature remeshing [29, 30] and error-driven remeshing [9, 31] .
Subdivision surfaces
Subdivision surfaces [14, 15] are generally used as tools to design fair polyhedral surfaces in an interactive environment. A subdivision surface is a smooth surface defined as the limit of a sequence of polyhedral surfaces. The next surface in the sequence is constructed from the previous one by a refinement process. In practice, only a few levels of subdivision are computed as the number of faces grows very fast. Once the sizes of faces are smaller than the resolution of the display, it is not necessary to continue.
Global mesh optimization approach

Global optimization problem
Let S = (V, E, F), where V = {v i |i = 1, 2, . . . , n} is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges, and F = {T i |i = 1, 2, . . . , m} is the set of triangles in which each triangle T i can be represented by a triple of vertex indices as
As stated in the previous section, the problem of global mesh optimization can be formulated as the following: Given a mesh surface S, our goal is to create another mesh surface S with high quality which is as close as possible to S. Thus, the global mesh optimization is formulated as a mathematical problem:
with some constraints on S , where the minimized energy has to contain two terms: one that measures the quality of the mesh and the second that measures the approximated error:
Mesh quality
where α and β are the weights for the two terms. The above minimization model for mesh optimization is generalized from the total variational model of Rudin-Osher-Fatemi well-known in the literature of image denoising [32] .
Global optimization operator
We look for solutions to the above optimization problem with linear time and space complexity. Furthermore, we want to improve the mesh via vertex movement without changing the connectivity of the original mesh due to its simplicity.
One of the key aspects is mesh quality metrics. Like many other approaches [1, 33] , we use a fairness norm as acceptable quality metrics.
The Laplacian operator, also known as differential coordinates [34, 35] , can be linearly approximated at each vertex by the umbrella operator as used in [1] :
where i * is the vertex index set of neighborhood vertices to the vertex v i , and w i j is the weight of edge (i, j) corresponding to vertex v i with j∈i * w i j = 1. Several weighting schemes have been proposed, such as edge length scheme and cotangent scheme [1, 5] .
The Laplacian operator is first used in mesh smoothing, i.e., Laplacian smoothing. The Laplacian smoothing algorithm is quite simple: the basic idea is that the position of vertex v i is replaced with the average of the positions of adjacent vertices. Practically the vertices of a mesh are incrementally moved in the direction of the Laplacian [1, 5] .
Therefore, if we set the differential coordinates of some vertices to be zero, we can get an improved mesh in a fair sense. The following equation defines a fairness and improvement condition for vertex v i :
where w i j is the weight as in Eq. (2) The improvement conditions of all vertices can be represented in matrix form:
where L is an n × n matrix with elements derived from w i j :
X is the n × 1 column vector of the corresponding vertices. The matrix L is called the topological Laplacian of the mesh S [35, 36] . Note that L has rank n − 1 for a connected mesh surface, which means, given L, the vertex positions X cannot be uniquely determined by solving the linear systems without any vertex position given.
In order to uniquely obtain all the coordinates, we need to solve a full-rank linear system. For a connected mesh, we need to specify the Cartesian coordinates of some vertices to resolve the translational degree of freedom. Then the geometry of the rest of the mesh vertices can be reconstructed by solving the sparse linear system in Eq. (4) in a least square sense like in [33] . As each vertex lies as close as possible to the weighted center of its 1-ring neighbors, the vertices on the reconstructed mesh surface are distributed over the surface in a fair way. Furthermore, if we carefully select the provided vertices as feature points of the surface (as we can see in the following section), the reconstructed mesh can effectively approximate the given mesh. Thus the linear system (Eq. (4)) defines a surface with improved quality in a global way.
Linear vertex placement constraints
It can be seen that only surfaces without any geometry details, like membrane surfaces and thin-plate surfaces can be built by linear system Eq. (4) as the Laplacian vectors are set to zero [37] . Thus we should add geometry constraints to keep the geometric shapes and features of original mesh. In the following, we will develop some linear vertex constraints to penalize the displacement of vertices from their original positions.
Feature point constraints
In order to keep the features of the original mesh surface S, one or more feature points on S are first detected as
. . , i s } is the set of indices of the feature vertices. We also allow the user to select a set of vertices as the feature points.
The system reconstructs the positions of all the vertices v of S to minimize the following error functional [12] :
where µ is the weight of the feature vertex constraints. The first term in Eq. (5) is the error of Laplace operator and the second term is the error of the feature vertex constraints. The above functional is quadratic in every vertex and hence its partial derivatives are linear expressions. The unique minimum is found if all partial derivatives with respect to the vertices vanish, which results in a sparse linear system as the following:
where F is an s × n matrix in which each row contains only one non-zero element used to constrain the position of the feature vertices with the element:
and b F is an s × 1 column vector of the product of feature vertices and µ:
Note that the linear system is defined for each component of the coordinates x, y, and z. The positions of the vertices can be found by solving the sparse linear system in Eq. (6) in a least squares sense as: Fig. 1(a) shows a mesh model with selected feature points shown in black color. In Fig. 1(b) , the reconstructed model are obtained by solving the sparse linear system in Eq. (6) with µ = 10. Note that the reconstructed mesh in Fig. 1(b) nearly interpolates the black feature points but shrinks elsewhere. In our experimentations, we found that the reconstructed mesh almost interpolates the feature points when we set µ = 10.
Face barycenter constraints
Although the optimized mesh surface S could preserve the features of S by approximating the feature vertices in the minimization problem in Eq. (5), the least squares solution to the minimization problem would still lead to undesired distortion and shrinkage in region of non-feature vertices, see Fig. 1(b) .
The problem of distortion and shrinkage occurs because the Laplacian operator causes too much relaxation on the vertices. Therefore, we can introduce extra constraints to Eq. (5) to reduce the vertex relaxation. Like in [12, 38] , we add the triangle barycenter constraints in the minimization problem in Eq. (5) to control the vertex relaxation. That is, we fix all the triangle barycenters in position during optimization, which can effectively prevent its distortion and shrinkage.
The barycenter constraint for a triangle T = i, j, k can be described as:
Thus we try to find the solution of the following minimization problem [12] 
where λ is the weight of the barycenter constraint.
The set of coordinates of v is found by minimizing the above error functional. Solving this quadratic minimization problem results in a sparse linear system: where Z is an m × n matrix in which the k-th row contains only three non-zero elements used to constrain the position of barycenter of the corresponding triangle T k = i 1 , i 2 , i 3 with the element:
and b Z is an m × 1 column vector with the element:
Note that the linear system is also defined for each component of the coordinates x, y, and z. The positions of the vertices can be found by solving the linear system in Eq. (7) as: Fig. 2 shows the optimized examples illustrating the effect of face barycenter constraints for model shown in Fig. 1(a) . In the two examples, no feature point is selected, i.e., µ = 0 and we set λ = 1.0 and λ = 0.3 respectively. It can be seen from the figures that our approach does not shrink the mesh much using the face barycenter constraints.
Co-planar constraints
In some applications, there might be requirements to constrain some vertices on the mesh to be on a specific plane, e.g., the vertices on a noisy plane. That is, these vertices should be co-planar during the mesh optimization process. We will introduce co-planar constraints to the linear system as follows.
Suppose the vertices v i (x i , y i , z i ), i ∈ P, where P is a set of indices of vertices, are constrained to lie on a plane. It can be formulized as
Thus we find the solution of the following minimization problem
where γ is the weight of the planar constraint.
We can obtain the set of coordinates of v by minimizing the above functional. Solving this quadratic minimization problem also results in a sparse linear system which will be described in the next subsection.
It is seen that the co-planar constraints are different from the previous two constraints. The x, y, z coordinates are related with each other by a linear equation. Thus they should be solved in a larger linear system instead of 3 small systems as we will see as in the next subsection. Fig. 3 shows the optimized examples illustrating the effect of coplanar constraints. In this example, some vertices are selected to be constrained by planar constraints, shown in Fig. 3(a) . The optimized meshes are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) with and without highlighting selected vertices respectively. The parameters are set to µ = 0, λ = 0.3, and γ = 1.0 in this example. It is seen that the selected vertices are nearly coplanar after the optimization process.
Unified sparse linear system
The minimization problem (Eq. (8)) can be solved and results in a sparse linear system:
where A is a (3m + p)×3n sparse matrix and b is a (3m + p)×1 column vector of all the x, y, z coordinates as follows:
, C is a p×3n matrix determined by all the vertex constraints, m−n is the total number of feature point constraints and face barycenter constraints, and p is the number of planar constraints. Here we still use the same sign A as in Eq. (6) without loss of generalization.
The positions of the vertices can be found by solving the sparse linear system in Eq. (9) in a least squares sense as:
It is noted that we can obtain the coordinates x, y, z separately by solving three smaller m × n sparse linear system as in Eq. (7) if there is no any planar constraint, i.e., p = 0. Or else we should obtain the coordinates x, y, z simultaneously by solving the large sparse linear system given above. 
Other linear constraints
As we have seen in the previous subsection, any extra linear constraints on coordinates of the vertices can be integrated into the sparse linear system in Eq. (9) by minimizing a quadratic functional in a least squares sense. Therefore, we can add any other linear constraints on the vertices, for instance, the edge center constraints (keeping the position of midpoint of the edge e i j = v i v j unmoved):
neighborhood center constraints (keeping the position of center of v i and its 1-ring neighborhood unmoved):
or co-linear constraints (keeping vertex v i (x i , y i , z i ) lying on a straight line)
It is worthwhile to note that it is generally not necessary to use all the above linear constraints in one optimization process. Feature point constraints can preserve the important local features on the mesh. Face barycenter constraints, edge center constraints, and neighborhood center constraints can preserve the shape of the mesh in a global way. Co-planar constraints can force some points to lie on a planar, especially useful for meshes containing plane patches. We will see the different optimization effects using these constraints in the experimentation section.
Remarks
Feature importance weights
Feature extraction has been a studied research area in many scientific fields [39] [40] [41] . We use the approach of [40] to detect feature points in our system.
Our approach uses the same parameters µ, λ, and γ for all the feature point constraints, face barycenter constraints, and co-planar constraints in Eq. (8) in most of our examples. We have investigated to see how the parameters affect the optimized mesh in some details. In some examples, if we use constant parameters in the approach, there might be artifacts in the optimized meshes. Like the method of mesh saliency [42] , we can use Gaussian-weighted center-surround evaluation of curvatures on meshes and measure the features in different importance, see Fig. 4(a) .
In our system, we do not use method of mesh saliency to compute the feature importance for the vertices as this method is computationally expensive. We found that the mean curvature represents the convex and concave features as well. We define feature importance value at vertex v i based on the mean curvature as follows
where k i is the mean curvature at the vertex, k max is the maximal mean curvature of all vertices, and s is a constant coefficient set to be 10 in our system.
We use Taubin's method [1] to compute the mean curvature on vertices of the mesh, see Fig. 4(b) . We had tested mean curvature computation for kinds of models and found that the values of vertex mean curvature of a mesh almost satisfy Gaussian distribution as illustrated in Fig. 5 .
Thus different weights can be assigned to different vertices by their feature importance in our system. An alternative way is to select part of vertices with large feature importance values. 
Weights of Laplacian operator
As we will see in the following section, using uniform weighting scheme in Eq. (2) works well for optimizing mesh models with dense or nearly uniform sampling in our approach. But for low resolution mesh, there might be large tangential movement for some vertices on the mesh, see Fig. 6(b) . Therefore, we use non-uniform weighting scheme, such as cotangent scheme [5, 1] , for low resolution mesh models, to obtain better optimization results.
Boundary optimization
For non-closed meshes, part of the neighborhood is not defined for boundary points. In our system, the boundary curves are optimized separately and our algorithm handles boundaries by treating them as sharp feature edges. Adopting the same idea mentioned in the previous sections, the feature point constraints and edge center constraints may also be introduced to keep the features of the boundary curves and to prevent the boundary curves from shrinkage and distortion.
Discussions
The constraints described in the previous sections are soft constraints as the smoothed mesh only approximates the constraint points in a least squares sense but not interpolates.
We can as well put hard constraints on the mesh feature vertex positions in our system. That is, a set of vertices can be fixed so that the optimization process is performed only on the rest of the mesh. More complicated linear constraints are also possible by adding more appropriate equations into the linear system. Furthermore, our algorithm can be easily applied locally. Our system also allows to optimize a part of a mesh less than another one, in order to keep desirable features while getting a improved version, which happens to be useful in practice.
It is worthwhile to point out that there are some cases where the global Laplacian optimization approach might result in foldover triangles in the mesh, especially near the concave parts of the mesh. This is also an issue in some other mesh optimization approaches based on local Laplacian operators. We do not try to solve this issue in our approach. Actually, there are very few fold-over triangles in the experimental examples shown in the paper. If there is a fold-over triangle after the optimization, we remove the position constraints on the vertices of the foldover triangles. Then the cases of fold-over triangles will be largely alleviated due to the relaxation of the vertices in the optimization process.
Implementations
The reconstruction of the optimized mesh requires solving the linear sparse system as described in Section 4. As the matrix A is sparse, the matrix A T A in Eq. (9) is also sparse. The most time-consuming part of our algorithm is solving the sparse linear system. Like in [12] , we use the direct solver of [43] in our implementation. The Cholesky factorization of the matrix A T A = R T R is first found, where R is an upper triangular matrix. Then x, y, and z are respectively found by solving two triangular linear systems R T RX = A T b, that is R T X * = A T b and RX = X * . Most of the time is spent on computing the Cholesky factorization, while the time of the solving is negligible. As stated in [43] , the factorization is fast enough for the applications. If the matrix C in the linear system of Eq. (9) is 0, we can obtain the coordinates x, y, z separately by solving three smaller m ×n sparse linear system as in Eq. (7) . As the matrices in the three small system are the same, i.e. A x = A y = A z , the computation of a sparse Cholesky factorization is constructed only once. But if C = 0, we should compute the coordinates x, y, z simultaneously by solving the large sparse linear system. Generally, the computation of a Cholesky factorization in the large system takes about as much as 3 times than each smaller system.
Applications and results
We will show some examples illustrating the applicability and flexibility of our global mesh optimization approach in different applications.
Global mesh smoothing
A natural application of using our non-iterative global optimization approach is to denoising meshes as the global Laplacian operator used in our approach make the vertices on the reconstructed mesh surface be distributed over the surface in a fair way. We called it global Laplacian smoothing (GLS) [12] .
Our global smoothing approach is non-iterative. The smoothed mesh is constructed by performing the global Laplacian operator and can keep the features of the noisy mesh without shrinkage and distortion by adding variety of constraints in the linear system. Fig. 7 shows a smoothing example using our global smoothing approach for real scanned mesh data. The mean curvature are shown in Fig. 8 for the mesh before and after smoothing. Note that the result using GLS (Fig. 8(c) ) preserves Table 1 Running time for smoothing different models shown in the paper
Model
Vertex number Running time (s)
Venus head (Fig. 7) 134 359 13.00 Dragon head (Fig. 9) 100 056 10.67 Fandisk (Fig. 10 (d) ) 6475 0.86 Fandisk (Fig. 10 (e) ) 6475 2.54 more features than that of using local Laplacian approach ( Fig. 8(b) ). A comparison of different smoothing results is shown in Fig. 9 . The model of Venus head shown in Fig. 9(a) is a real scanned mesh data with much noise. The smoothed mesh using the approach of [11] is shown in Fig. 9(b) . Fig. 9 (c) and (d) are both the smoothing results using our GLS approach with 5% and 10% feature point constraints respectively. We can see that our results are as good as the result of [11] , with better feature preservation in some regions, such as the lip and hair regions, in the Venus head model.
We present another comparison to demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our approach for smoothing using co-planar constraints, see Fig. 10 . Our GLS approach with feature point constraints and co-planar constraints obtains much better smoothing result as shown in Fig. 10(e) . Table 1 lists the running time of the global Laplacian smoothing examples shown in this section. As we can see, our approach achieves a good combination of speed, smoothness quality, and shape and feature preservation.
Improving simplified mesh
Our global optimization approach can be used to improve the quality of simplified mesh as shown in Fig. 11 . The Fig. 9 . Comparisons of smoothing results. Observe the difference in details in the area of the lip and hair: (a) the noisy Venus head mesh data; (b) the smoothing result using the approach of [11] ; (c) the smoothing result using our GLS approach with 5% feature points constraints with µ = 0.03; (d) the smoothing result using our GLS approach with 10% feature point constraints with µ = 0.05. [10] ; (d) the smoothing result using our GLS approach with only feature point constraints; (e) the smoothing result using our GLS approach with feature point constraints and co-planar constraints. Fig. 11 . Improving simplified mesh using our global optimization approach. (a) The original mesh; (b) the simplified mesh of (a) using quadric error metrics method [44] ; (c) the improved mesh of (b) using our optimization approach; (d) the simplified mesh of (a) using retiling method [4] . original mesh shown in Fig. 11(a) was simplified using quadric error metrics method [44] shown in Fig. 11(b) . The improved simplified mesh is shown in Fig. 11(c) by our global optimization approach with preserving some important features. The feature importance can be naturally obtained by the process of simplification. Fig. 11(d) shows the simplified model having the same number of vertices with Fig. 11(b) by Turk's retiling approach [4] . It is noted that the improved simplified mesh in Fig. 11(c) has better visual quality than in Fig. 11(b) and preserves more important features than in Fig. 11(d) .
Geometric modelling
The notion of constrained global optimization suggests using it as a modelling tool. Envision an interactive modelling system, in which the modelling primitives are connectivity operations such as insert some vertices, change the connectivity by edge flips, collapse edges, or subdivide some triangles. Each such operation would activate the constrained optimization solver, which would update the geometry of the mesh. It is seen that a tool such as this would be useful, intuitive to use, and have enough expressive power to generate a rich variety of shapes.
As a specific modelling example, we demonstrate that our global mesh optimization approach can be used to generate semi-regular meshes with subdivision connectivity. Our approach can create subdivision connectivity mesh with sharp features by adding variety of constraints while sharp features could be created by modifying subdivision rules in subdivision surface. Figs. 12 and 13 shows an example of optimizing a subdivision connectivity mesh with different constraints. Fig. 14 shows an example of modelling mesh surfaces using our optimization approach with different constraints and parameters.
Conclusions
A global mesh optimization approach is presented in this paper. Laplacian operator is performed in a global way over the mesh. The mesh optimization is formulated as a quadratic optimization problem, which is easily solved by a sparse linear system. The features of the original mesh can be preserved by adding a variety of constraints in the system. Our approach is non-iterative, fast, and does not cause surface shrinkage and distortion. We have shown many examples to show the applicability and flexibility of the approach in three applications: smoothing the noisy mesh, improving the simplified mesh, and geometric modeling with subdivisionconnectivity.
